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Description of diatomic molecules using one electron 
configuration energies with two-body interactions 

Alfred B. Anderson and Roald Hoffmann 

Department of Chemistry. Cornell University. Ithaca, New York 14850 
(Received 18 January 1974) 

It has recently been shown that the vibrational potential energy for a diatomic molecule a-/3 may be 
written exactly in the form (i) W(R) = W P(R)+ W NPF(R). where W P(R) is the electrostatic 
interaction energy between nucleus a and the free atom /3 and W NPP(R) is the electrostatic 
interaction energy between nucleus a and the "Non·Perfectly·Following" electronic charge density 
redistributions arising when atoms a and /3 form the molecule a-/3 with the internuclear distance R. 
In this paper it is shown that W NPF(R) may be approximated. within a constant near equilibrium. 
by the extended Hiickel configurarion energy, taken as a simple sum of orbital energies, W EH(R). 
yielding an approximate molecular energy W*(R) according to the formula (ii) W*(R) = 
W 13+ W EH(R). Comparisons are made between W*(R) and the experimental W(R) for first and 
second period diatomic molecules. Equation (ii) overcomes the deficiency present when either W I3(R ) 
or W EH(R) alone is used to estimate equilibrium internuclear distances, although equilibrium force 
constants may be derived from W I3(R) if the equilibrium distances are known. 

The extended Hiickel method! is the simplest all-va
lence-electron semiempirical molecular orbital method. 
It is basically a one-electron theory, with the energy 
being taken as a simple sum of one-electron energy 
levels. While the extended Huckel theory provides a 
good initial approximation to the electronic structure of 
complex molecules, and has been extremely useful in 
advancing our understanding of molecules, the method 
has some obvious deficiencies. Though the energies of 
angular deformations in molecules are well represented, 
the theory does not yield good potential energy curves 
for stretching motions. It is like~y that two-body elec
trostatic interactions are not well simulated by the ex
tended Hiickel method. In this paper we attempt to rem
edy this deficiency by adding to the extended Huckel con
figuration energy some pairwise interaction energies. 
Good equilibrium internuclear distances and vibrational 
potential functions result from this procedure. Results 
for first and second period diatomic molecules are dis
played. 

METHOD 

Molecular orbitals and their energies are determined 
with the extended Huckel procedure.! The molecular 
orbital wavefunctions l/J take the form 

(1 ) 

where y spans all the Slater-type atomic orbitals in the 
basis set of valence orbitals and the cy are chosen to 
diagonalize the Hamiltonian matrix. Off-diagonal Ham
iltonian matrix elements H ",8 are approximated by the 
Wolfsberg-Helmholz formula 

(2) 

where K is a constant, H",,,, and H8/l are valence state 
ionization energies for atomic orbitals on atom ()! and 
atom p, and S cx/l is the overlap integral for cp '" and <p 8' 

The total or configuration energy is the sum of the 
occupied molecular orbital energies and is written 
W Eu(R), where R is the distance between nucleus ()! 

and nucleus (3. 

To derive the two-body electrostatic interaction en
ergy, the exact electronic charge denSity p(R"" r) for a 
diatomic molecule ()! - {3 is written2 

(3) 

where the origin of the coordinate system is on nucleus 
(3. p/l(r) and POi(R", - r) are atomic charge densities cen
tered on nucleus (3 and nucleus ()!. These densities are 
computed using the same Slater exponents as those in 
the extended Huckel calculation. PNPF(R

Oi
, r) is the 

"Non-Perfectly-Following" correction to the atomic 
electronic charge densities which makes Eq. (3) exact. 
By integrating the Hellmann-Feynman formula for the 
force on nucleus ()!, the exact energy W(R",) of the mole
cule is found to be given by the formula3 

W(R o) " W/l(R",) + WNPF(R,,) , 

where 

(4) 

(5) 

WNPF(R",) " - Z" i R ,,! PNPF(R~, r) d~~ IR~ - r( drdR~. 
(6) 

In these equations W/l(R,,) is the electrostatic energy for 
the interaction of nucleus ()! with neutral atom (3 and is 
repulSive, and WNPF(R,,) is the energy due to electronic 
charge denSity redistributions taking place as the atoms 
come together to form the molecule. The Appendix 
gives explicit expressions for We (R). 

The Laplacian of Eq. (4) yields a Poisson equation. 2 

For diatomic molecules the angular terms vanish, leav
ing the radial equation 

(7) 

which, when evaluated at the equilibrium internuclear 
distance, yields estimates of k., the quadratic force con· 
stant. Because Eq. (7) gives good predictions of k., 
V'~'" W NP F(R,,) must be approximately zero near equilib-
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rium, implying WNPF(R",) is attractive and of the forms 

(8) 

near equilibrium in the limiting case that Eq. (7) is ex
act. Implications and applications of the theory to di
atomic and larger molecules are in Ref. 3. 

The energy WNPF(R",) corresponds to the binding en
ergy component of W(R) and is identified with WEH(R",). 
The subscript QI is dropped and the approximate total 

TABLE 1. Comparison of bond lengths es-
timated from Eq. (9) with experiment. 

Bond lengths (A) 

Molecule Estimated Experimentala 

H2 0.73 O. 74 

Li2 2.73 2.67 
Cz 1. 24 1. 24 

N2 1.17 1. 09 
Fz 1. 45 1. 41 
P 2 1.89 1. 89 
Clz 2.04 2.00 
CH 1. 15 1. 12 
LiF 1. 32 1. 54 
BF 1. 12 1.27 
CO 1. 09 1.13 
PN 1. 61 1. 49 
FCl 1. 76 1. 63 
BCl 1.54 1.72 
SiS 1. 87 1. 93 
CS 1. 58 1. 53 
SiO 1. 59 1. 51 
NaCl 2.28 2.36 
Alel 1. 85 2.14 

aTaken from Ref. 4 of the text. All examples 
are 1~ states except CH which is 2IT. 

FIG. 1. The two-body energy 
Wa(R) is the dashed repulsive 
line; WEH(R) the dashed attrac
tive line. The calculation 
energy W*(R) is the long heavy 
line; the experimental energy 
W(R) is the short heavy line. 
W(R) was calculated as in 
Ref. 4. 

molecular energy W*(R) is written 

W*(R) = Wa(R) + WEH(R) 

Equation (9) is the formula tested in this paper. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

(9) 

The repulsive and attractive energy components Wa(R), 

WEH, the calculated total energy W*(R), and the experi
mental 4 W(R) are plotted in Fig. 1 for four disparate di-

o 

-5 

* W (ev) -10 

-15 

-20 

FIG. 2. Calculated total energies W*(R) for Cz, acetylene, 
ethylene, and ethane. CH bond lengths were fixed at 1. 09 A. 
R is the CC distance, arrows marking the correct equilibrium 
values. 
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atomics: H2, C12, CO, and NaCl. Table I compares cal
culated and experimental bond lengths for a larger set of 
molecules. In each case Wa(R) is calculated using the 
density of the more electronegative atom. In extended 
Hiickel calculations a value of 1.75 for the Wolfsberg
Helmholz constant K in Eq. (2) is typically used. For the 
purpose of these calculations we have found that a K value 
of 2.25 gives better agreement with experiment, and this 
value has been used throughout. The basis sets excluded 
3d orbitals on second row atoms. 

It is evident that equilibrium distances and force con
stants are well determined by Eq. (9). The range of 
usefulness of Eq. (9) is clear from the variety of mol
ecules considered. In all cases Wa(R) is repulsive and 
WEH(R) is attractive. For F 2, C12, and FCI there is a 
repulsive component in WEH(R) at distances smaller than 
the equilibrium separation. 

The homonuclear W*(R) curves lie below the experi
mental W(R) ones but their shapes are good. All calcu
lated equilibrium internuclear distances are within 0.08 
A of the experimental ones. For the covalent heteronu
clear molecules some W*(R) are above W(R) and some 
below. Predicted equilibrium distances are within 0.13 
A of the experimental ones. 

For the more highly ionic heteronuclear molecules 
LiF, NaCl, BF, SiO, and AlCl W*(R) curves lie above 
the experimental ones, probably because ionic contribu
tions to the energies are omitted. It is not clear what 
form such contributions should take; however, squaring 
the calculated atomic charges and dividing by R yields 
a nearly constant contribution near equilibrium which 
improves the binding energy. The extended Huckel 
method frequently overestimates atomic charges, so ad
ditional ionic contributions are not yet a suggested cal
culational modification to Eq. (9). Predicted equilib
rium distances are around 0.2 A too small. 

Figure 2 shows results for lL;; C2, acetylene, ethylene, 
and ethane for which estimates of CC equilibrium dis
tances are 0.00, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.15 A too large. This 
implies the antibonding character in the molecular or
bitals prevents W EH(R) from decreasing rapidly enough 
as R decreases. Multiplying Eq. (2) by a constant times 
an exponential function in R might correct this and might 
also raise the homonuclear W* (R) curves. 

The extension of Eq. (9) to polyatomic molecules and 
clusters is obvious. 3 What must be done is to replace 

Wa(R) with all appropriate two-body interaction energy 
terms. Some modification of Eq. (2) may be necessary. 
The advantage of such an approach would be the reten
tion of the economy of the extended Huckel description 
while at the same time obtaining energy surfaces of im
proved accuracy. 
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APPENDIX 

For a period 1 atom Eq. (5) of the text takes the form 

~3 ~ 2 6R 18 24) 
Wa(R) =Z",N4T \R +~+?+ ~3R exp(- ~R) (A1) 

where N is the number of L-shell electrons and ~ is 
twice the Slater exponent of the 2s and 2p functions for 
atom (3. Similarly, for a period 2 atom, it takes the 
form 

~5 
Wa(R) =Z",N6T 

( 
4 10R3 60R2 240R 600 720) 

x R +-~-+7+~+7+ ~5R exp(- ~R). 

(A2) 
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